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Abstract
We prove that a completely symmetric and trace-free rank-4 tensor is, up to sign, a
Bel-Robinson type tensor, i.e., the superenergy tensor of a tensor with the same algebraic
symmetries as the Weyl tensor, if and only if it satisfies a certain quadratic identity. This
may be seen as the first Rainich theory result for rank-4 tensors.
1
1 Introduction
In classical Rainich(-Misner-Wheeler) theory the following is proven assuming dimension four
and Lorentzian metric [2, 3, 5, 7]:
Theorem 1 A symmetric trace-free tensor Tab which satisfies the dominant energy condition
can be written Tab = −12(FacFbc + ∗Fac∗Fbc) ≡ −FacFbc + 14gabFcdF cd, where Fab is a 2-form, if
and only if
TacTb
c =
1
4
gabTcdT
cd .
Recall that the dominant energy condition is Tabu
avb ≥ 0 for all future-directed causal vectors
ua and va. By ∗Fab we mean the dual 2-form of Fab.
The theorem means that Tab is algebraically the energy-momentum tensor of a Maxwell
field Fab. One may also, using Einstein’s equation, replace Tab by Rab in the statement. The
result may then be interpreted as giving necessary and suffcient conditions on a geometry to
correspond to an Einstein-Maxwell spacetime physically.
There have been various generalizations of this result. In [3] it was shown in arbitrary dimen-
sion that a symmetric tensor Tab which satisfies the dominant energy condition can be written as
the superenergy tensor of a simple p-form [8], Tab =
(−1)(p−1)
(p−1)! (Ωac...dΩb
c...d − 12pgabΩec...dΩec...d),
where Ωac...d is a simple p-form, if and only if TacTb
c = 14gabTcdT
cd. That a p-form is simple
means that it is a wedge product of p 1-forms. Furthermore, the trace of Tab determines p.
Some special cases of this result were already known. It was also shown that the dominant
energy condition could be removed since TacTb
c = 14gabTcdT
cd implies that either Tab or −Tab
satisfies the dominant energy condition. Therefore the conclusion without the dominant energy
condition is ±Tab = (−1)
(p−1)
(p−1)! (Ωac...dΩb
c...d − 12pgabΩec...dΩec...d).
In [2] superenergy tensors of more general p-forms were considered and the results of [3] were
generalized in the way that the condition TacTb
c = 14gabTcdT
cd was replaced by a third-order
equation for Tab.
The classical result has a very natural formulation in terms of spinors. That Tab = −FacFbc+
1
4gabFcdF
cd can in terms of spinors be written Tab = 2ϕABϕ¯A′B′ where ϕAB = ϕ(AB) is a
symmetric spinor which represents the Maxwell field. In fact a purely spinorial proof is the
simplest way to demonstrate the classical result. In [2] and [3] tensorial methods were used to
find the generalizations.
Until now no Rainich type results have been presented for higher rank superenergy tensors
[8] but the aim here is to prove a first such result. The result is for the most well-known of all
rank-4 superenergy tensors, the Bel-Robinson tensor, and is the following:
Theorem 2 In four dimensions, a completely symmetric and trace-free rank-4 tensor Tabcd is,
up to sign, a Bel-Robinson type tensor, i.e. ±Tabcd = CakclCbkdl + ∗Cakcl∗Cbkdl where Cabcd has
the same algebraic symmetries as the Weyl tensor, if and only if
TjabcT
jefg = 32g(a
(eTbc)jkT
fg)jk + 34g(a
(eT|jk|b
fTc)
g)jk − 34g(abTc)jk(eT fg)jk
− 34g(efTjk(abTc)g)jk + 132 (3g(abgc)(egfg) − 4g(a(egbfgc)g))TjklmT jklm (1)
2
This may also be stated as Tabcd is the superenergy tensor of a Weyl candidate tensor (which
means a tensor with same algebraic symmetries as the Weyl tensor: Cabcd = −Cbacd = −Cabdc =
Ccdab, Cabcd + Cadbc + Cadcb = 0, C
a
bad = 0). The theorem is a natural generalization of the
classical Rainich theory as the Bel-Robinson tensor in terms of spinors can be written
Tabcd = 4ΨABCDΨ¯A′B′C′D′
where ΨABCD = Ψ(ABCD) is the Weyl spinor. In the proof we shall see that the condition (1)
in Theorem 2 equivalently can be replaced by
Tjbc(aTe)
jfg = g(b
(fTc)jk(aTe)
g)jk − 14gfgTjkb(aTe)cjk − 14gbcTjkf (aTe)gjk
+ 14gae(TjkbcT
jkfg + 18(gbcg
fg − gbfgcg − gbggcf )TjklmT jklm) (2)
This is the symmetric part of (1) with respect to ae, hence the anti-symmetric part gives no
additional information but (1) might be considered a more natural identity than (2) from the
point of view of index symmetries.
Note that taking a trace of (1) or (2) one finds as a necessary (but not sufficient) condition
TjklaTe
jkl =
1
4
gaeTjklmT
jklm (3)
which is a well-known identity for the Bel-Robinson tensor [6]. Here we especially remark that
this is obtained by taking only one trace of (1) as all terms with two contractions (of type
TjkabT
jkef) then cancel and only some with three or four contractions remain. Thus no further
identity, which would have been necessary but not sufficient, between (1) and (3) exists for
the Bel-Robinson tensor (although equation (26) below is another type of necessary but not
sufficient identity).
By the dominant property we mean the following generalization of the dominant energy
condition:
Tabcdu
avbwczd ≥ 0 (4)
for all causal future-directed vectors ua, va, wa and za, and any tensor having this property is
called a causal tensor. Since the Bel-Robinson tensor has the dominant property [1] we get the
following
Corollary 3 If Tabcd is completely symmetric, trace-free, and satisfies (1) then either Tabcd or
−Tabcd has the dominant property.
If the dominant property is added explicitly as a condition, then clearly the + sign is choosen
in Theorem 2 and we can, in a way similar to Theorem 1, formulate
Corollary 4 A completely symmetric and trace-free rank-4 tensor Tabcd which satisfies the dom-
inant property is a Bel-Robinson type tensor, i.e. Tabcd = CakclCb
k
d
l + ∗Cakcl
∗Cb
k
d
l where Cabcd
has the same algebraic symmetries as the Weyl tensor, if and only if (1) is satisfied.
Another result which follows immediately from (1) and is non-trivial to prove by other tensor
methods is
Corollary 5 Tabcdℓ
aℓbnc is null whenever ℓa and na are null.
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To see this just contract (1) with ℓaℓbncℓeℓfng and the non-vanishing terms on the right-hand
side trivially cancel out. Even easier follows the special case that Tabcdℓ
aℓbℓc is null whenever ℓa
is null since contracting (1) with ℓaℓbℓcℓeℓfℓg, each term on the right-hand side vanishes.
Hence we have got a very simple tensorial proof of Corollary 5. Less direct is to prove that
Tabcdℓ
anbkc is null if ℓa, na and ka are null (note that this leads to a proof of the dominant
property [1]).
Our methods of proving the theorem will be spinorial, thus extending the simplest way of
proving the classical rank-2 case. It seems that the tensorial methods used in [2] and [3] are
very complicated to generalize to the higher rank case.
Theorem 1 and the generalizations presented above are usually called algebraic Rainich (type)
conditions [6]. This simply refers to that the tensors satisfy polynomial relations. For the tensors
also to correspond to a field satisfying the Maxwell or some other field equation one can derive
so-called differential Rainich (type) conditions [6]. For the Bel-Robinson tensor and other higher
rank superenergy tensors such results will be presented in future work.
Our result in Theorem 2 represents a fundamental property of the Bel-Robinson tensor, a
tensor which nowadays is maybe the most important quantity in the study of the Cauchy problem
for Einstein’s vacuum equations. The search for the identity (1) has been proposed by various
people. It has not been known either whether such an identity would also be sufficient in the
sense we prove in Theorem 2, or if there would be further identities from traces of (1) as we show
there are not besides the already known (3). We also see our result as the first in a more general
study of relations between higher rank superenergy tensors and causal tensors, in a way similar
to the rank-2 case developed in [3] in which the corresponding identity 4TajTb
j = gabTjkT
jk
plays a fundamental role.
In section 2 we review some basic results about 2-spinors, especially concerning symmetriza-
tion and antisymmetrization techniques. To illustrate the methods we will use to prove Theorem
2 we also present the proof of the rank-2 case on a form suitable for generalizations to the much
more complex rank-4 case. In section 3 we then prove the theorem for the Bel-Robinson tensor.
2 Basic spinor properties and the rank-2 case
2.1 Basic properties of 2-spinors
We recall here some well-known facts about spinors, especially related to symmetrization and
antisymmetrization. The formulas can be found in the book by Penrose and Rindler [6] and
we also follow their notation and conventions (except for a factor 4 in the definition of the
Bel-Robinson tensor). Spinor expressions for general superenergy tensors are given in [1].
We use A,B, . . . , A′, B′, . . . for spinor indices and identify with tensor indices a, b, . . . accord-
ing to AA′ = a. A spinor PABQ , where Q represents some set of spinor indices, can be divided
up into its symmetric and antisymmetric parts with respect to a pair of indices
PABQ =
1
2
(PABQ + PBAQ) +
1
2
(PABQ − PBAQ) = P(AB)Q + P[AB]Q .
The antisymmetric part can be written
P[AB]Q =
1
2
εABPC
C
Q ,
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where εAB = −εBA, so
PABQ = P(AB)Q +
1
2
εABPC
C
Q . (5)
From this one also has
PABQ = PBAQ + εABPC
C
Q . (6)
A simple but very useful rule is
PC
C
Q = −PCCQ . (7)
Note that if PabQ = PbaQ then we have
PBAA′B′Q = PabQ − 1
2
gabPc
c
Q ,
where gab = εAB ε¯A′B′ so permuting A and B gives a trace reversal. From this we find another
formula we shall need
P(AB)(A′B′)Q = P(ab)Q −
1
4
gabPc
c
Q . (8)
The relation between a 2-form Fab and a symmetric spinor ϕAB is
Fab = ϕAB ε¯A′B′ + ϕ¯A′B′εAB ; ϕAB =
1
2
FAC′B
C′
and one also has
−FacFbc + 1
4
gabFcdF
cd = 2ϕABϕ¯A′B′ .
For the Weyl tensor Cabcd and the completely symmetric Weyl spinor ΨABCD the corresponding
relations are
Cabcd = ΨABCDε¯A′B′ ε¯C′D′ + Ψ¯A′B′C′D′εABεCD ; ΨABCD =
1
4
CAE′B
E′
CF ′D
F ′ . (9)
and
CakclCb
k
d
l + ∗Cakcl
∗Cb
k
d
l = 4ΨABCDΨ¯A′B′C′D′ . (10)
We will study completely symmetric and trace-free tensors Ta...b . These two properties
together are very elegantly expressed in an equivalent way using spinor indices as
Ta...b = T(A...B)(A′...B′) .
If a tensor Ta...b can be written
Ta...b = χA...Bχ¯A′...B′ , (11)
for some completely symmetric spinor χA...B = χ(A...B), then it follows trivially that Ta...b is (i)
completely symmetric, (ii) trace-free, (iii) satisfies the dominant property (4), and (iv)
TA
′...B′
A...B T
C′...D′
C...D = T
C′...D′
A...B T
A′...B′
C...D . (12)
Conversely, suppose that Ta...b has properties (i), (ii) and (iv). Let u
a, . . . , va be future-directed
null vectors such that Ta...bu
a . . . vb = k 6= 0. Such null vectors must exist since otherwise, by
taking linear combinations, we would get Ta...bu
a . . . vb = 0 for all vectors which would imply
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Ta...b = 0 . Then write the null vectors in terms of spinors as u
a = αAα¯A
′
, . . . , va = βAβ¯A
′
.
Contract (12) with these spinors to get
TA...BA′...B′TC...DC′...D′α
C α¯C
′
. . . βDβ¯D
′
= (TA...BC′...D′α¯
C′ . . . β¯D
′
)(TC...DA′...B′α
C . . . βD)
from which follows that either Ta...b or −Ta...b can be factorized as in (11) with χA...B =
1√
|k|
TA...BC′...D′ α¯
C′ . . . β¯D
′
. Hence also (iii) is satisfied for Ta...b or −Ta...b and a completely
symmetric and trace-free tensor can, up to sign, be factorized according to (11) if and only if
(12) is satisfied.
In this paper we only study symmetric and trace-free tensors but note that, more generally,
from the above it is also clear that (11) and (12) are equivalent, up to sign in (11), even if no
symmetry or trace properties of Ta...b are assumed.
2.2 The spinorial proof of the rank-2 case
We now use the techniques of Section 2.1 to prove Theorem 1. We do it without assuming
the dominant energy condition so the conclusion will be ±Tab = −12(FacFbc + ∗Fac∗Fbc). We
essentially follow the proof given in [6] but write it in a way suitable for generalizations to higher
rank. It is clear that what must be proven is that Tab = T(AB)(A′B′) satisfies TacTb
c = 14gabTcdT
cd
if and only if ±Tab = ϕABϕ¯A′B′ for a symmetric ϕAB . By the above argument, this factorization
is now equivalent to
TA
′B′
AB T
C′D′
CD − TC
′D′
AB T
A′B′
CD = 0 . (13)
To study this equation, we begin by dividing up the left-hand side into symmetric and anti-
symmetric parts with respect to the pairs A′D′ and B′C ′. The antisymmeric parts give contrac-
tions so we get three types of terms: with two symmetrizations and no contraction, with one
symmetrization and one contraction, and with no symmetrization and two contractions. The
first type looks like
T
(A′|(B′
AB T
C′)|D′)
CD − T (C
′|(D′
AB T
A′)|B′)
CD
which obviously vanishes. (Here we use the standard notation (A| . . . |B) to denote symmetriza-
tion over AB but not over indices written between A and B.) The second type is (without the
εA
′D′ written out)
T
(B′
ABK ′T
C′)K ′
CD − TK
′(C′
AB T
B′)
CDK ′
which by (7) is equal to 2T
(B′
ABK ′T
C′)K ′
CD . The third type is
TABK ′L′T
K ′L′
CD − TK
′L′
AB TCDK ′L′
which, by applying (7) twice, vanishes. Therefore (13) is equivalent to
T
(B′
ABK ′T
C′)K ′
CD = 0 . (14)
Taking symmetric and antisymmetric parts of (14) with respect to the pairs AD and BC gives
again three types of terms. Symmetrization twice gives
T
(B′
K ′(A|(BT
C′)K ′
C)|D)
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which vanishes by applying (7). Antisymmetrization (contraction) twice gives
T
(B′
KLK ′T
C′)KLK ′
which vanishes by applying (7) three times. Left are terms with one symmetrization and one
contraction. Hence (13) is equivalent to
T
(B′
KK ′(BT
C′)KK ′
C) = 0 .
Lowering B′ and C ′ and using (8), this is equivalent to
Tk(bTc)
k =
1
4
gbcTklT
kl .
Since Tk(bTc)
k = TkbTc
k we get
TkbTc
k =
1
4
gbcTklT
kl
which completes the proof of Theorem 1.
3 The Bel-Robinson case
We turn now to the proof of Theorem 2. By (9) and (10) Theorem 2 can in terms of spinors
equivalently be written
Theorem 6 A completely symmetric and trace-free rank-4 tensor Tabcd can be written ±Tabcd =
ΨABCDΨ¯A′B′C′D′ with ΨABCD = Ψ(ABCD) if and only if
TjabcT
jefg = 32g(a
(eTbc)jkT
fg)jk + 34g(a
(eT|jk|b
fTc)
g)jk − 34g(abTc)jk(eT fg)jk
− 34g(efTjk(abTc)g)jk + 132 (3g(abgc)(egfg) − 4g(a(egbfgc)g))TjklmT jklm
Note that the factor of 4 usually used for the relation between the Bel-Robinson tensor and the
Weyl spinor is irrelevant for the statement and proof of the theorem.
We divide up the proof into some lemmas.
Lemma 7 A completely symmetric and trace-free rank-4 tensor Tabcd can be written ±Tabcd =
ΨABCDΨ¯A′B′C′D′ (either + or -) with ΨABCD = Ψ(ABCD) if and only if
TA
′B′C′D′
ABCD T
E′F ′G′H′
EFGH = T
E′F ′G′H′
ABCD T
A′B′C′D′
EFGH (15)
Proof. Obvious from the results in subsection 2.1. 
Lemma 8
TA
′B′C′D′
ABCD T
E′F ′G′H′
EFGH = T
E′F ′G′H′
ABCD T
A′B′C′D′
EFGH
if and only if
T
J(D′|(C′|(B′
J ′(D|(C|(B T
F ′)|G′)|H′)J ′
F )|G)|H)J = 0 , T
J(B′
J ′K ′L′(D|(C|(BT
F ′)J ′K ′L′
F )|G)|H)J = 0 and T
JKL(B′
J ′K ′L′(BT
F ′)J ′K ′L′
F )JKL = 0
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Proof. Let us symmetrize, using (5), the expression
TA
′B′C′D′
ABCD T
E′F ′G′H′
EFGH − TE
′F ′G′H′
ABCD T
A′B′C′D′
EFGH
with respect to a number of pairs of indices, upper or lower and contract in the pairs of indices
that are not symmetrized. To start with we disregard the lower indices and symmetrize in the
upper indices. If we symmetrize in all 4 pairs, there will be no contractions so we get
T
(D′|(C′|(B′|(A′
ABCD T
E′)|F ′)|G′)|H′)
EFGH − T (H
′|(G′|(F ′|(E′
ABCD T
A′)|B′)|C′)|D′)
EFGH = 0
due to that we can permute the primed indices pairwise in the second term. Next let us sym-
metrize in 3 pairs of indices, then we need to contract in one pair giving
T
(C′|(B′|(A′
J ′ABCD T
E′)|F ′)|G′)J ′
EFGH − T J
′(G′|(F ′|(E′
ABCD T
A′)|B′)|C′)
EFGHJ ′ = 2T
(C′|(B′|(A′
J ′ABCD T
E′)|F ′)|G′)J ′
EFGH (16)
since again we can permute the symmetrized indices and use (7). The same procedure gives
the following three identities with two symmetrizations in the first, one symmetrization in the
second, and no symmetrization in the third expression
T
(B′|(A′
J ′K ′ABCDT
E′)|F ′)J ′K ′
EFGH − T J
′K ′(F ′|(E′
ABCD T
A′)|B′)
EFGHJ ′K ′ = 0
T
(A′
J ′K ′L′ABCDT
E′)J ′K ′L′
EFGH − T J
′K ′L′(E′
ABCD T
A′)
EFGHJ ′K ′L′ = 2T
(A′
J ′K ′L′ABCDT
E′)J ′K ′L′
EFGH (17)
TJ ′K ′L′M ′ABCDT
J ′K ′L′M ′
EFGH − T J
′K ′L′M ′
ABCD TEFGHJ ′K ′L′M ′ = 0
Next we look at symmetrizations of the lower indices. Due to the above we only need to care
about the cases where we have 1 or 3 symmetrizations in the upper indices. Thus we only need
to look at symmetrizations of the lower indices of (16) and (17). Let us call a symmetrization
of type
(
n
m
)
when we symmetrize in n upper indices and m lower indices. If n+m is odd then,
by permuting all the symmetrized pairs and by using (7), also an odd number of times, on the
contracted pairs, we see that such terms vanish. Hence only terms with n + m even do not
vanish and as n = 3 or n = 1, this implies that only terms of the types
(3
3
)
,
(3
1
)
,
(1
3
)
, and
(1
1
)
can remain. These are
T
(C′|(B′|(A′
JJ ′(C|(B|(AT
E′)F ′)G′)JJ ′
E)|F )|G) , T
(C′|(B′|(A′
JKLJ ′(A T
E′)|F ′)|G′)JKLJ ′
E) ,
T
(A′
JJ ′K ′L′(C|(B|(A
T
E′)JJ ′K ′L′
E)|F )|G)
and T
(A′
JKLJ ′K ′L′(A
T
E′)JKLJ ′K ′L′
E)
The identity (15) holds if and only if all the above types of symmetrizations vanish. Moreover
noticing that the types
(1
3
)
and
(3
1
)
are complex conjugates, we arrive at the lemma.

The expressions obtained above seem nice but the problem is that they cannot directly be
converted into a tensorial expression in any comfortable way.
Lemma 9
TA
′B′C′D′
ABCD T
E′F ′G′H′
EFGH = T
E′F ′G′H′
ABCD T
A′B′C′D′
EFGH
8
if and only if
T
C′B′(A′
jCB(A T
E′)F ′G′j
E)FG − 14εBF ε¯B
′F ′T
(C′|(A′
jk(C|(AT
E′)|G′)jk
E)|G) − 14εCGε¯C
′G′T
(B′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|F ′)jk
E)|F )
+14εBC ε¯
B′C′T
(F ′|(A′
jk(F |(AT
E′)|G′)jk
E)|G) − 14εCF ε¯C
′F ′T
(B′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|G′)jk
E)|G)
+14εFGε¯
F ′G′T
(B′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|C′)jk
E)|C) − 14 ε¯B
′G′εBGT
(C′|(A′
jk(C|(AT
E′)|F ′)jk
E)|F ) = 0
(18)
Proof. Notice that if we separate the type
(1
1
)
term T
C′B′(A′
jCB(A T
E′)F ′G′j
E)FG into symmetric and anti-
symmetric parts 4 times according to (5) in two pairs of primed indices and then in two pairs
of unprimed indices, we get an expression with 16 terms containing terms of the types
(1
1
)
,
(1
2
)
,(
2
1
)
,
(
3
1
)
,
(
1
3
)
,
(
2
2
)
,
(
3
2
)
,
(
2
3
)
and
(
3
3
)
. Terms with an odd total number of contractions will
vanish because of (7). Therefore only terms of the types
(1
1
)
,
(3
1
)
,
(1
3
)
,
(2
2
)
, and
(3
3
)
remain.
Taking the symmetric/antisymmetric parts with respect to the pairs of indices BF , CG, B′F ′
and C ′G′ gives
T
C′B′(A′
jCB(A T
E′)F ′G′j
E)FG = T
(C′|(B′|(A′
j(C|(B|(A T
E′)|F ′)|G′)j
E)|F )|G) +
1
4εBF ε¯
B′F ′T
(C′|(A′
jKK ′(C|(AT
E′)|G′)jKK ′
E)|G)
+14εBF εCGT
(C′|(B′|(A′
jKL(A T
E′)|F ′)|G′)jKL
E) +
1
4 ε¯
B′F ′εCGT
(C′|(A′
jKK ′(B|(AT
E′)|G′)jKK ′
E)|F )
+14εBF ε¯
C′G′T
(B′|(A′
jKK ′(C|(AT
E′)|F ′)jKK ′
E)|G) +
1
4 ε¯
B′F ′ ε¯C
′G′T
(A′
jK ′L′(C|(B|(AT
E′)jK ′L′
E)|F )|G)
+14εCGε¯
C′G′T
(B′|(A′
jKK ′(B|(AT
E′)|F ′)jKK ′
E)|F ) +
1
16εBF ε¯
B′F ′εCGε¯
C′G′T
(A′
jKLK ′L′(AT
E′)jKLK ′L′
E)
(19)
To rewrite the expression εBF ε¯
C′G′T
(B′|(A′
jk(C|(AT
E′)|F ′)jk
E)|G) + εCGε¯
B′F ′T
(C′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|G′)jk
E)|F ) we apply
(6) to the pair CF in the first term and to G′B′ in the second to write it
εBC ε¯
C′G′T
(B′|(A′
jk(F |(AT
E′)|F ′)jk
E)|G) + εCF εB
Lε¯C
′G′T
(B′|(A′
jk(L|(AT
E′)|F ′)jk
E)|G)
+εCGε¯
G′F ′T
(C′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|B′)jk
E)|F ) + ε¯
B′G′εCGε¯L′
F ′T
(C′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|L′)jk
E)|F )
= εBC ε¯
C′G′T
(B′|(A′
jk(F |(AT
E′)|F ′)jk
E)|G) + εCF ε¯
C′G′T
(B′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|F ′)jk
E)|G)
+εCGε¯
G′F ′T
(C′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|B′)jk
E)|F ) + ε¯
B′G′εCGT
(C′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|F ′)jk
E)|F )
Next apply (6) on G′B′ in the first term, on G′F ′ in the second, on FC in the third, and on
BC in the last. The expression then becomes
εBC ε¯
C′B′T
(G′|(A′
jk(F |(AT
E′)|F ′)jk
E)|G) + ε¯
G′B′εBC ε¯
C′
L′T
(L′|(A′
jk(F |(AT
E′)|F ′)jk
E)|G)
+εCF ε¯
C′F ′T
(B′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|G′)jk
E)|G) + ε¯
G′F ′εCF ε¯
C′
L′T
(B′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|L′)jk
E)|G)
+εFGε¯
G′F ′T
(C′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|B′)jk
E)|C) + εFCε
L
Gε¯
G′F ′T
(C′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|B′)jk
E)|L)
+ε¯B
′G′εBGT
(C′|(A′
jk(C|(AT
E′)|F ′)jk
E)|F ) + εBC ε¯
B′G′εLGT
(C′|(A′
jk(L|(AT
E′)|F ′)jk
E)|F )
9
= εBC ε¯
C′B′T
(G′|(A′
jk(F |(AT
E′)|F ′)jk
E)|G) − ε¯G
′B′εBCT
(C′|(A′
jk(F |(AT
E′)|F ′)jk
E)|G)
+εCF ε¯
C′F ′T
(B′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|G′)jk
E)|G) − ε¯G
′F ′εCFT
(B′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|C′)jk
E)|G)
+εFGε¯
G′F ′T
(C′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|B′)jk
E)|C) − εFC ε¯G
′F ′T
(C′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|B′)jk
E)|G)
+ε¯B
′G′εBGT
(C′|(A′
jk(C|(AT
E′)|F ′)jk
E)|F ) − εBC ε¯B
′G′T
(C′|(A′
jk(G|(AT
E′)|F ′)jk
E)|F )
In the last expression terms 2 and 8 cancel as do terms 4 and 6. Hence
εBF ε¯
C′G′T
(B′|(A′
jk(C|(AT
E′)|F ′)jk
E)|G) + εCGε¯
B′F ′T
(C′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|G′)jk
E)|F )
= εBC ε¯
C′B′T
(G′|(A′
jk(F |(AT
E′)|F ′)jk
E)|G) + εCF ε¯
C′F ′T
(B′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|G′)jk
E)|G)
+εFGε¯
G′F ′T
(C′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|B′)jk
E)|C) + ε¯
B′G′εBGT
(C′|(A′
jk(C|(AT
E′)|F ′)jk
E)|F ) (20)
This together with (19) gives
T
B′C′(A′
jBC(A T
E′)F ′G′j
E)FG − 14εBF ε¯B
′F ′T
(C′|(A′
jk(C|(AT
E′)|G′)jk
E)|G) − 14εCGε¯C
′G′T
(B′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|F ′)jk
E)|F )
−14εBC ε¯C
′B′T
(G′|(A′
jk(F |(AT
E′)|F ′)jk
E)|G) − 14εCF ε¯C
′F ′T
(B′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|G′)jk
E)|G)
−14εFGε¯G
′F ′T
(C′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|B′)jk
E)|C) − 14 ε¯B
′G′εBGT
(C′|(A′
jk(C|(AT
E′)|F ′)jk
E)|F )
= T
(C′|(B′|(A′
j(C|(B|(A T
E′)|F ′)|G′)j
E)|F )|G) +
1
4εBF εCGT
(C′(B′|(A′
jKL(A T
E′)|F ′)|G′)jKL
E)
+14 ε¯
B′F ′ ε¯C
′G′T
(A′
jK ′L′(C|(B|(AT
E′)jK ′L′
E)|F )|G) +
1
16εBF ε¯
B′F ′εCGε¯
C′G′T
(A′
jkl(AT
E′)jkl
E)
As an expression vanishes if and only if all its symmetric/antisymmetric parts vanish, appli-
cation of Lemma 8 together with εAB = −εBA completes the proof. 
We still have terms of type
(2
2
)
but we can eliminate them:
Lemma 10
TA
′B′C′D′
ABCD T
E′F ′G′H′
EFGH = T
E′F ′G′H′
ABCD T
A′B′C′D′
EFGH
if and only if
T
(A′
jbc(AT
E′)j
E)fg − 14gbfT
(A′
jkc(AT
E′)jk
E)g − 14gcgT
(A′
jkb(AT
E′)jk
E)f − 14gbgT
(A′
jkc(AT
E′)jk
E)f − 14gcfT
(A′
jkb(AT
E′)jk
E)g
+14gbcT
(A′
jkf(AT
E′)jk
E)g +
1
4gfgT
(A′
jkb(AT
E′)jk
E)c +
1
8(gbf gcg + gbggcf − gbcgfg)T
(A′
jkl(AT
E′)jkl
E) = 0
(21)
Proof. Consider the expression T
B′(A′
jkB(AT
E′)F ′jk
E)F and split into symmetric and antisymmetric parts
with respect to the index pairs B′F ′ and BF . This gives
T
B′(A′
jkB(AT
E′)F ′jk
E)F = T
(B′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|F ′)jk
E)|F ) +
1
2εBFT
(B′|(A′
jkL(A T
E′)|F ′)jkL
E)
+12 ε¯
B′F ′T
(A′
jkL′(B|(AT
E′)jkL′
E)|F ) +
1
4εBF ε¯
B′F ′T
(A′
jkl(AT
E′)jkl
E)
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Here in the terms with coefficient 12 we have an odd number of contractions, so these terms
vanish and we are left with
T
(B′|(A′
jk(B|(AT
E′)|F ′)jk
E)|F ) = T
B′(A′
jkB(AT
E′)F ′jk
E)F −
1
4
ǫBF ǫ
B′F ′T
(A′
jkl(AT
E′)jkl
E) (22)
Doing the same for all type
(2
2
)
terms in (18) gives terms with T
(A′
jkl(AT
E′)jkl
E) multiplied
by 116εBF ε¯
B′F ′εCGε¯
C′G′ , 116εCGε¯
C′G′εBF ε¯
B′F ′ , − 116εBC ε¯B
′C′εFGε¯
F ′G′ , 116εCF ε¯
C′F ′ ε¯B
′G′εBG ,
− 116εFGε¯F
′G′εBC ε¯
B′C′ and 116 ε¯
B′G′εBGεCF ε¯
C′F ′ respectively. Substituting all this into Lemma
9 and lowering the indices B′, C ′, F ′ and G′ completes the proof.

Lemma 11
TA
′B′C′D′
ABCD T
E′F ′G′H′
EFGH = T
E′F ′G′H′
ABCD T
A′B′C′D′
EFGH
if and only if (2) is satisfied.
Proof. We apply (8) to the expression (21) to get rid of all spinor indices. This gives, after
lowering E and E′
Tjbc(aTe)fg
j − 14gbfTjkc(aTe)gjk − 14gcgTjkb(aTe)f jk − 14gbgTjkc(aTe)f jk − 14gcfTjkb(aTe)gjk
+14gbcTjkf(aTe)g
jk + 14gfgTjkb(aTe)c
jk + 18 (gbfgcg + gbggcf − gbcgfg)TjklaTejkl
−14gaeTjkbcTfgjk − 116gae(−gbfTjklcTgjkl − gcgTjklbTf jkl − gbgTjklcTf jkl − gcfTjklbTgjkl
+gbcTjklfTg
jkl + gfgTjklbTc
jkl + 12(gbf gcg + gbggcf − gbcgfg)TjklmT jklm) = 0
(23)
which is equivalent to (21). We simplify by adding some trace. Taking the trace over c and g
we get
Tjkb(aTe)f
jk − 14gbfTjklaTejkl − Tjkb(aTe)f jk − 14Tjkb(aTe)f jk − 14Tjkb(aTe)f jk
+14Tjkf(aTe)b
jk + 14Tjkb(aTe)f
jk + 18(4gbf + gbf − gbf )TjklaTejkl − 14gaeTjklbTf jkl
− 116gae(−gbfTjklmT jklm − 4TjklbTf jkl − TjklbTf jkl − TjklbTf jkl
+TjklfTb
jkl + TjklbTf
jkl + 12 (4gbf + gbf − gbf )TjklmT jklm)
= 14gbf (TjklaTe
jkl − 14gaeTjklmT jklm) = 0
Therefore
TjklaTe
jkl − 1
4
gaeTjklmT
jklm = 0 (24)
Substituting this into all terms (23) containing 3 traces we get
Tjbc(aTe)fg
j − 14gbfTjkc(aTe)gjk − 14gcgTjkb(aTe)f jk − 14gbgTjkc(aTe)f jk
−14gcfTjkb(aTe)gjk + 14gbcTjkf(aTe)gjk + 14gfgTjkb(aTe)cjk
−14gae(TjkbcTfgjk − 18(gbf gcg + gbggcf − gbcgfg)TjklmT jklm)) = 0
(25)
That this is equivalent to (23) is guaranteed by the fact that we also from this equation can
obtain (24), e.g. by taking traces over bf and cg. Therefore (25) is equivalent to (21).

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Lemma 12 If TA
′B′C′D′
ABCD T
E′F ′G′H′
EFGH = T
E′F ′G′H′
ABCD T
A′B′C′D′
EFGH then
Tjbc[aTe]fg
j = 14gbfTjkc[aTe]g
jk + 14gcgTjkb[aTe]f
jk + g[f |[aTe]jk(cTg)|b]
jk
+g[g|[aTe]jk(bTf)|c]
jk + 116(gbf gc[age]g + gcggb[age]f )TjklmT
jklm (26)
Proof. Expressing the anti-symmetric part in spinors we have
Tjbc[aTe]fg
j =
1
2
ε¯A′E′TjK ′bc(ATE)fg
jK ′ +
1
2
εAETjKbc(A′TE′)fg
jK
Taking symmetric and anti-symmetric parts we get terms of types
(
n
m
)
with 1 ≤ n + m ≤ 5,
n ≤ 3 and m ≤ 3. Terms with n +m odd vanish identically while terms of types (31
)
,
(1
3
)
and(1
1
)
vanish by lemma 8. Hence only types
(2
2
)
,
(2
0
)
and
(0
2
)
remain and this gives
Tjbc[aTe]fg
j = 14 ε¯A′E′εCGTjk(C′|(A|(B′|(BTF )|F ′)|E)|G′)
jk
+14 ε¯A′E′εBFTjk(B′|(A|(C′|(CTG)|G′)|E)|F ′)
jk + 116 ε¯A′E′εCGε¯B′F ′ ε¯C′G′TjkL′M ′(B|(ATE)|F )
jkL′M ′
+ 116 ε¯A′E′εBF ε¯B′F ′ ε¯C′G′TjkL′M ′(C|(ATE)|G)
jkL′M ′ +CC
(27)
where CC means complex conjugate. Next observe that by (5)
TjkL′b(ATE)f
jkL′ = TjkL′(B′|(B|(ATE)|F )|F ′)
jkL′ + 12εBFTjkl(B′|(ATE)|F ′)
jkl
+12 ε¯B′F ′TjkL′M ′(B|(ATE)|F )
jkL′M ′ + 14εBF ε¯B′F ′TjklM ′(ATE)
jklM ′
= 12 ε¯B′F ′TjkL′M ′(B|(ATE)|F )
jkL′M ′
(28)
where in the last step the first and the last terms vanish identically and the second term vanishes
by lemma 8. Furthermore
ε¯A′E′TjkL′b(ATE)f
jkL′ + CC = 2Tjkb[aTe]f
jk (29)
On the other hand, by (20), (22) and lemma 8 we have
ε¯A′E′εCGTjk(C′|(A|(B′|(BTF )|F ′)|E)|G′)
jk +CC
= −gacTjke(B′|(BTF )|F ′)gjk + gagTjkc(B′|(BTF )|F ′)ejk
−gegTjka(B′|(BTF )|F ′)cjk + gceTjka(B′|(BTF )|F ′)gjk
(30)
Applying (8) to (30) and substituting the result together with (28) and (29) into (27) we obtain
the formula (26).

Proof of Theorem 6
We have
TjabcTefg
j = Tjbc(aTe)fg
j + Tjbc[aTe]fg
j
where Tjbc(aTe)fg
j is given by (2) and Tjbc[aTe]fg
j by (26). Adding these expressions it is not
obvious that (1) is obtained but since the expression must be symmetric in abc and in efg
it equals its symmetric part with the respect to abc and efg. Writing out the full expres-
sion and (with efg raised) taking such symmetric parts of each term, only terms of types
g(a
(eTbc)jkT
fg)jk, g(a
(eT|jk|b
fTc)
g)jk, g(abTc)jk
(eT fg)jk, g(efTjk(abTc)
g)jk, g(abgc)
(egfg)TjklmT
jklm
and g(a
(egb
fgc)
g)TjklmT
jklm can occur. Simply counting the coefficients gives the formula (1).
Note that by lemmas 11 and 12, (1) is obviously implied by (15) but the converse is also
true since (1) implies (2) (by taking a symmetric part) and since (2) implies (15) by lemma 11.
Hence, by lemma 7, the theorem is proved. Note that this also proves Theorem 2.

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4 Discussion
We have presented the first Rainich type result for higher rank superenergy tensors. It seems
clear that it is the complexity of the derivation that has prevented it from being found before.
Still, the identity is only quadratic and on the form (1) one sees clearly all the expected sym-
metries. We believe spinor methods are probably much easier to use than tensor methods. If
a tensorial proof of our result can be found, then one may consider generalizations to arbitrary
dimension or arbitrary signature of the metric. Various generalizations of the contracted identity
(3) were given in [4]. There are many other possible generalizations. With spinor methods one
can study more general superenergy tensors in the 4-dimensional Lorenzian case and look for
necessary and sufficient identities. It would be interesting to see if general causal tensors can
always be expressed in terms of supernergy tensors as in the rank-2 case [3]. From our results
one may also try to find necessary and sufficient identities for the different Petrov types of the
Weyl tensor. Finally, as mentioned in the introduction, results on differential conditions for
higher rank superenergy tensors will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
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